linearly ordered metric spaces. However, such sets are of no use in connection with inner limiting sets.
f(x)+f(y)=f(x+y)
is either continuous or totally discontinuous.
1 After Hamel showed the existence of a discontinuous function satisfying the equation, 2 many mathematicians have concerned themselves with problems arising from the study of such functions.
3 However the following question seems to have gone unanswered : Since the plane image of such a function (the graph of y =f(x)) must either be connected or be totally disconnected, must the function be continuous if its image is connected? The answer is no.
A The utility of this answer is at once apparent. For if f(x) is totally discontinuous, its image obviously contains neither a continuum nor (in view of Darboux's work) a bounded connected subset even if the image itself is connected. As a matter of fact, if f(x) is discontinuous but its image is connected, then the image, its complement, or some simple modification thereof, serves to illustrate rather easily many of the strange and non-intuitive properties of connected sets now illustrated by numerous complicated examples scattered through the literature. Thus this class of sets is a useful tool in studying connectedness and disconnectedness. A few illustrations are given, particularly in connection with 4 It is odd that Sierpinski overlooked this, since about the time he published his papers on this subject he also published in Volume 1 of Fundamenta Mathematicae an example of a connected punctiform subset of the plane. And at this time he raised with Mazurkiewicz the question of the existence in the plane of a connected set containing no bounded connected subset.
Preliminary theorems.
The following two properties are easily established: PROOF. Since the collection of all perfect sets in E not lying in the sum of a countable collection of vertical lines is of power c (the power of the continuum), 10 there exists a well ordering T of this collection such that the number of elements of V preceding an element of T is less than c. Let (#i, yi) denote a point of the first element of T such that #i^0. Define ƒ (xi) to be yi; and if x = riX\, where r\ is zero or rational, define f{x) to be rif(xi). Each element of T must contain points of c distinct vertical lines, and f(x) is so far defined for less than c values of x. So let (x*, y?) denote a point of the second element of Y such that #2^0 and ƒ(#2) is not defined. Define ƒ(# 2 ) to be y' 2 ; and if x = riXi+r2X2j where r\ and r^ are zero or rational, define ƒ(x) to be rif(xi) +r 2 /(#2). In general, this process may be continued c times this way: If 7 is an element of Y such that ƒ (x) has been explicitly defined (as already indicated) by some point of each set of Y preceding 7 in T, THEOREM 
Suppose that G is a collection of subsets of E such that every vertical translation in E of a set of G produces a set which also belongs to G. If If contains a point of every element of G, then I f does not contain an element of G.
Theorem 7 may be easily proved by an indirect argument.
THEOREM 8. If the subset M of E is punctiform, then E -M is connected and locally connected. 11
2. Properties of 1/ when ƒ is discontinuous but 7/ is connected. Let ƒ be discontinuous, let If be connected, and for simplicity let I denote //. The following properties of I follow almost immediately from the preceding theorems and the elementary properties of/.
Notation. The symbol oe will be used to denote the point at infinity. If M is a point set and b is a real number, M+b denotes the point set obtained by adding b to the ordinate of each point of M, the abscissa remaining unchanged.
11 If ƒ is discontinuous and // is connected, by Theorem 2,If must intersect every continuum not lying in the sum of a countable collection of vertical lines, But If need not intersect every perfect set not lying in the sum of a countable collection of vertical lines. I hope to include such an example in a paper pertaining more specifically to function theory and the Hamel basis.
12 A set is said to be punctiform if it contains no nondegenerate continuum. 20 Remark. If, as is shown to be possible by Theorems 4 and 7, I contains no perfect set, it follows from Theorem 7 that the set K in Property 7 contains no perfect set. 21 Furthermore, since the set of real numbers contains a subset R such that every perfect subset of the real numbers contains a number in R and a number not in R, it is clear that if I contains no perfect subset of E and the range of r is R (instead of the rational numbers), then the sets K and E -K in Property 7 are both connected and locally connected but neither contains a perfect subset of E. Property 8 gives rise to a number of questions. Particularly, is every point of a totally disconnected closed subset of a connected and linearly ordered complete metric space a limit point of its complement? 3. Plane geometry. If one defines a line (in the cartesian plane) to be the set of all points (x, y) satisfying an equation of either the form x = a (where a is a constant) or the form y =f(x) +mx+b (where m and b are constants which may be different for different lines, but ƒ is the same function for all lines of this type and 2/ is connected), then one gets a curious approximation to euclidean plane geometry. In this geometry translation would be a rigid motion but rotation would not. Also in this geometry a triangle would cut the plane but would not separate the plane. Leipzig, vol. 60 (1908) , pp. 325-338) decomposition of the plane into two mutually exclusive sets such that every perfect set contains a point of each of them, as random as this process is, always produces two connected and locally connected sets. This fact is certainly known to many mathematicians and has probably been pointed out elsewhere.
